
Red Light, Green Light

Instructions
There is one caller and the rest of the children are players. The
players line up on one side of the playground and the caller yells
"Red Light!" or "Green light!" Players run towards the finish line. The
players run towards the finish line, freezing when "Red Light!" is
called and running when "Green light!" is called. Anyone caught
moving when on red light is out.

Freeze Tag 

Instructions
When a player gets tagged by 'it' they
must freeze in place with their legs
apart. They can be unfrozen  by
another player by crawling between
their legs. They need to do this without
getting tagged themselves. 

Mother May I 

 Instructions
Any number of children can play this game. You will need to choose one
player to be the 'Mother'. The mother gives directions to the other players.
Mother stands at one end of the area and faces away from the other
players. The children then ask mother for permission to make a movement,
beginning each question with, "Mother, May I?" If mother answers "yes", the
player begins to make the requested movement toward mother. If mother
says "no", she makes a suggestion with, "No you may not, but you may......"
The child who reaches the mother first wins that game and becomes the
mother. During the game, the mother's back is turned and they don't know
who is getting close or who is asking the question.
Ideas for movements the 'mother' could try
crabwalk for _seconds
hop like a frog _times
take _scissor steps
do _jumping jack steps
take _baby steps (large number)
take _giant steps (small number)
jump forward (or backward) _ steps
run for _ seconds

One Behind

Instructions
One child is the instructor and stands in front of the
group. They perform a dance move or exercise and
the other children have to perform the previously
instructed move.  
Example: The instructor jogs on the spot and then
moves on to the star jumps.  Whilst the instructor is
doing star jumps, the other children should be jogging
on the spot. Any child who copies the instructor is out.
The winner becomes the instructor next. 

Task

Name each of the games you
have tried today from your most
favourite to your least favourite. 
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